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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper, I approach Melville’s first book, Typee, under the auspices of excavating 

Melville’s conceptions of gender in this early stage of his career. I enfold the influence of 

Western colonial and racial beliefs into this treatment so as to create an intersectional analysis. 

My approach is through macroscopic analysis in which I collect and classify a variety of 

semantic proclivities of Melville’s narrator so as to produce a more attuned and granular picture 

of Melville’s understanding of gender, as shadowed by colonialism and race. 
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Introduction 

The last 15 years or so have witnessed long-awaited scholarship on Melville’s 

relationship to women within and without his works. Noted as early as 1929 in Lewis Mumford’s 

Herman Melville: A Study of His Life and Vision, the dominant tone in Melville studies has been 

the minimization of the influence of women. Mumford proclaimed then that Melville belonged to 

“all too literally… a man-of-war’s world” (137) – an image which has persisted for the greater 

part of a century. In no thanks to Melville, scholars’ understanding of his relationship to women 

calcified into a belief that he was a misogynist and sexist. In a much-cited letter to Sophia 

Hawthorne regarding Moby-Dick, Melville writes, “It is true that some men have said they were 

pleased with it, but you are the only woman – for as a general thing, women have small taste for 

the sea. . . . But, My Dear Lady, I shall not again send you a bowl of salt water. The next chalice 

I shall commend, will be a rural bowl of milk” (Correspondence 218-219). That bowl of milk 

was to become Pierre, Melville’s foray into the domestic and sentimental novel. Pierre’s 

“failure” as sentimental literature, coupled with the novel’s uncharacteristic foregrounding of 

female characters, emphasized for critics all the more Melville’s inability to write female 

characters – or bald uninterest.  

This dominant understanding culminated in two central works that hinged on 

psychoanalytic readings. The first was David Leverenz’s Manhood and the American 

Renaissance in which Melville was portrayed as one of a class of male writers who deviated 

from gender expectations due in part to their status as middle-class men. Such ostensibly caused 

them psychological anxiety which reflects in their works’ efforts to reclaim their masculinity. 

The other was a pair of works from Elizabeth Renker that investigated the material production of 

Melville’s writings. Working from a collection of (then) newly recovered letters, Renker 
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proposed that Melville’s dependence upon his wife and sisters – Lizzie, Helen, and Augusta – in 

the drafting process was a site of resentment for Melville against them, manifesting in his 

“womanless” fiction (“Herman Melville, Wife Beating, and the Written Page,” 123). Renker 

went on to develop this line of thought in her monograph on the same topic in which Melville’s 

literary gestures toward masculinity coincided with his domestic abuse against Lizzie. 

The trio of these writings represent scholarship’s century-long belief in Melville’s 

misogynism, both within his works and life. Beginning about 15 years ago, these positions were 

revisited in which a new generation of scholars interpreted these same facts – the prominence of 

Melville’s female family members in literary production and Melville’s gender anxiety – as 

indicative of Melville’s attempts to confront gender inequality. Pierre no longer was interpreted 

as a failed sentimental novel, but rather identified and interrogated the problems of incest and 

familial inherence at the heart of the sentimental novel (Engholm). Melville’s dependence on his 

family members in drafting no longer signaled masculine destabilization, but was a source of 

anxiety for Melville of entrenched economically and familially based gender inequalities 

(“Toward a Feminist Reading of Herman Melville’s Stories About the Material Conditions of 

Writing”). These reinterpretations came to a head with the publication of the anthology Melville 

and Women which offered the first book-length collection of feminist scholarship on the topic. 

Since, a slew of criticism has followed in its wake, from Melville’s female family members 

recognized for their crucial influence on his work (Kelley, Fales and Stein) to Melville’s 

attempts at employing femininity as a recourse to colonialist enterprises (Casey, Castille).  

As these two predominating interpretations of Melville (his misogynism and his attempts 

at gender equality) operate along diametrical axes, it was perhaps worth revisiting Melville’s 

writings with a novel set of hermeneutics. One of the most powerful tools to emerge in 
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linguistics in the last 20 or so years has been the implementation of corpora (Deignan 5-6). These 

are large collections of spoken and written text from a variety of sources – newscasts, 

newspapers, TV shows, etc. Their power lies in their scope: collections can range from several 

million to even billions of recorded word uses. Linguists then can approach language through 

corpora from a data-based position, thereby avoiding the inherent biases associated with 

intuition. With such great data sets, linguists are able to make more objective, evidence-based 

claims than were previously possible.  

In this paper, I subject Typee, Melville’s first book, to a similar data-based methodology 

so as to investigate Melville’s gender conceptions. Next to Pierre, Typee may have the most 

prominent female characters of Melville’s career. Unlike Pierre, however, Typee evades the 

complexity surrounding Melville’s compliance or subversion of genre convention, providing a 

less sardonic and perhaps more inviting lens into his gender commitments. Additionally, given 

its autobiographical elements and its initial publication genre – the travelogue – we may 

reasonably suppose a level of alignment between Melville’s views and those of Tom,1 Typee’s 

narrator. Because of this and because Typee has one of the largest available text sizes addressing 

women in Melville’s oeuvre, the book is especially well-suited for a large scale analysis in the 

style of corpus linguistics, thus bringing to bear new evidence in the longstanding debate over 

Melville’s misogyny. 

                                                 
1
 Many critics refer to the narrator of Typee as Tommo based on the following scene: “I hesitated for an 

instant, thinking that it might be difficult for him to pronounce my real name, and then with the most 

praiseworthy intentions intimated that I was known as ‘Tom’. But I could not have made a worse selection; 

the chief could not master it. ‘Tommo,’ ‘Tomma’, ‘Tommee’, everything but plain ‘Tom’. As [Mehevi] 

persisted in garnishing the word with an additional syllable, I compromised the matter with him at the word 

‘Tommo’; and by that name I went during the entire period of my stay in the valley.” I refer to him as Tom 

for the same scene. 
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With this tool, I have discovered that indeed Typee narratologically subordinates and 

patronizes women, in that there are classifiable and chronic differences in Tom’s narration of 

Typee men and women. However, I take a middle position here. Typee is highly laudatory of the 

Typee women but, problematically, for aspects most valued in contemporary Western women, 

which necessarily circumscribes them to the same subjugations as their Western counterparts.2 

Typee women never operate outside of the male gaze, and though they may be praised, it is 

rarely beyond the confines of objectification. It would be improper to label Melville a misogynist 

in the style of Renker, but equally brash to resuscitate Melville as a feminist.  

Furthermore, much criticism on Melville and women is not strictly limned to gender. In 

fact, an undercurrent of intersectionality animates most feminist criticism on Melville. Operating 

either at the axes of gender and race (Osborn), gender and labor/ class (Dowling, Cook), or 

gender and (political) power (Ellis, Murison), scholarship has rarely managed to capture 

Melville’s feminist positions without qualifying them through additional intersections. The 

closest that critics seem to get to an unadulterated reading is feminist symbolism associated with 

male characters (“The Bellipotent as Heterotopia, Total Institution, and Colony: Billy Budd and 

Other Spaces in Melville's Mediterranean," Hardack). As a redress, I attempt here to foreground 

these intersections, not only to qualify Melville’s views on women, but to also coordinate in 

what spheres he values women.  

                                                 
2
 By contemporary Western, I mean European and American gender values in  approximately the early 

modern period. I understand these values to be patriarchal in which men are valued for economic and 

political power, and are urged thus to those domains, and in which women are valued for domesticity, 

beauty, diminutiveness, and subordination to male peers. I take at the crux of these gender dynamics 

inequalities in power relations between men and women. For a more detailed discussion, see page 13 

concerning Susan Cruea’s work on this matter. 
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Within the politics of Typee, Tom construes Typee society along gender principles 

parallel to Western societies. However, where Tom’s comparison of Typee men can neatly be 

contained within the confines of European gentility, Tom’s construal of Typee women extends 

beyond mere analog and locates Typee women in so-called “porno-tropics” (McClintock 25). In 

these, writes Phillip Dubuisson Castille, “the colonial journey is portrayed as a bold step forward 

into an unknown but alluring geographical space, inhabited by mysterious females (alluring but 

perhaps monstrous)” (7). The porno-tropic essentially represents the space beyond colonial reach 

which spatially encompasses for the colonizer the mysterious. While drawing attention to it as a 

fantastical space, the porno-tropic simultaneously endangers the colonial project by way of its 

slippage from colonial grasp. In addition, porno-tropics are gendered, such that the colonizer is 

typically male and the inhabitants of the porno-tropic typically female, thus layering patriarchal 

power dynamics upon colonial power dynamics. In Typee, women operate along the competing 

axes of Western genteel society and the porno-tropic. When compared to Western peers, Typee 

women are construed as “ladylike” in the fashion of European gentility. Yet in tension with this 

comparison, Typee women are simultaneously constructed as fantastic and “mysterious,” along 

the lines of the porno-tropic, in which confrontation with the other risks colonialist 

destabilization. 
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Intersections of Typee and Western Cultures 

Tom’s dialogue between Western and Typee cultures is enabled by a conflation of race 

and socio-political development. In a long paragraph, Tom meditates on the physiognomy of the 

Typees compared to other Polynesian peoples and its effect on their value. He begins the 

paragraph saying, “Mendanna[…] in his account of the Marquesas, described the natives as 

wondrously beautiful to behold, and as nearly resembling the people of southern Europe” (183). 

Tom then goes on to list accounts of the Marquesas and their people by several notable European 

explorers. In each instance, Tom bolsters his opinion that the Marquesas and their people are 

uniquely superlative by including the superlative impressions of these explorers. Upon their 

Western sanction, Tom compares the Typees to other Polynesian peoples, writing: 

Their great superiority over all other Polynesians cannot fail to attract the notice of those 

who visit the principal groups in the Pacific. The voluptuous Tahitians are the only 

people who at all deserve to be compared with them; while the dark-haired Hawaiians 

and the woolly-headed Feejees are immeasurably inferior to them. The distinguishing 

characteristic of the Marquesan islanders, and that which at once strikes you, is the 

European cast of their features—a peculiarity seldom observable among other uncivilized 

people. Many of their faces present profiles classically beautiful, and in the valley of 

Typee I saw several who, like the stranger Marnoo, were in every respect models of 

beauty. (184) 

The criterion by which Tom judges the Typees to be “superior” is that they are similar to 

Europeans in look. He implies that those without European features are inherently uncivilized 

and that, because the Typees are “classically beautiful,” they are inherently civilized. Notice that 

Tom’s measure for comparability to the Typees is the “voluptuousness” of the Tahitians. The 
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other two Polynesian groups, the Feejees and Hawaiians, measure inferior due to their being, 

respectively, “woolly-headed” and “dark haired.” These latter, “inferior” traits are physical and 

bodily. “Voluptuousness” is not mundanely bodily, as are the descriptions of the Feejees and 

Hawaiians, but indicates the mindset of an observer. When Tom describes peoples through 

bodily features, he does so to mark those groups as “inferior” due to their non-European 

physiognomies.  

The values of “civilization,” which almost certainly means synonymous to Western 

socio-political organization, manifest in Tom’s estimation of Polynesian peoples. He judges a 

given group civilized based upon how much they look like Europeans and then, as he does with 

his narration of the European-looking Typees, construes their socio-political organization 

parallel to Western socio-political organization. So while Tom may lack a political-geographical 

bias, he conspicuously retains a racial one. 

This epistemological position may not be caused by but is certainly aided by Tom’s 

tenuous grasp of the Typee language. It is never clear that he is able to communicate 

linguistically with the Typees. At points, Tom tells us that he perfectly understood what someone 

was saying, yet at others, appears confounded. Without a basis of linguistic communicability, 

Tom is left to his own devices to give meaning to the events and relations around him. In tandem 

with the racial synonymity of Typee and European peoples, Tom’s linguistic inability enables his 

reporting of Typee behaviors and relations through Western conventions.3 For example, 

Marheyo and Tinor are determined by Tom to be married, and Tom is appalled when he 

discovers Marheyo and Tinor having extramarital affairs. The basis of this infidelity rests upon 

                                                 
3
 To be clear, I don’t claim here that Tom’s cognitive abilities are established through his language in a 

manner akin to Conceptual Metaphor Theory or the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.  
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their being in a monogamous relationship. Tom does not have the linguistic ability to determine 

such, but conceptualizes Tinor and Marheyo’s relationship through the Western practice of 

monogamous marriage, thus enabling the concept of infidelity to characterize their other sexual 

relationships.  

This Western-Typee alignment most notably manifests in Tom’s gendered narration, in 

which European genteel standards generally characterize Tom’s understanding of Typee men 

and women. Men are variously referred to as gentlemen, knights, captains, bachelors, and 

dandies, and women as ladies, damsels, and maidens. Additionally, gender divisions, which 

seemingly organically exist in Typee society, are conflated with Western divisions such that Tom 

supposes that these exist for the same reasons as in Western societies. He writes: “The Ti was a 

right jovial place. It did my heart, as well as my body, good to visit it. Secure from female 

intrusion, there was no restraint upon the hilarity of the warriors, who, like the gentlemen of 

Europe after the cloth is drawn and the ladies retire, freely indulged their mirth” (151-152). Tom 

continues his description of the Ti, emphasizing it as a gendered space: 

Although it was the permanent residence of several distinguished chiefs, and of the noble 

Mehevi in particular, it was still at certain seasons the favourite haunt of all the jolly, 

talkative, and elderly savages of the vale, who resorted thither in the same way that 

similar characters frequent a tavern in civilized countries. There they would remain hour 

after hour, chatting, smoking, eating poee-poee, or busily engaged in sleeping for the 

good of their constitutions. (157) 

Tom establishes the masculine social sphere of the Typee men as alike to various 

Western prototypically masculine haunts. He refers to the Ti elsewhere as a “bachelor hall” 

(157), an “Exchange, where the rise and fall of Polynesian Stock was discussed” (157), a “hotel, 
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where a grand jubilee dinner is about to be given” (158), and a “palace” (187). And it is the place 

where Mehevi can take his “otium cum dignitate” (158). The Ti represents the Typee analog to 

these Western masculine establishments in which economy, politics, and material possession 

may exist. Though Tom likely cannot comprehend if the discussions in the Ti do indeed touch on 

such domains, he nevertheless inscribes the Ti with these features due to its masculine 

occupancy. That is, the Ti spatially locates Western masculine sociality and its inclinations in 

Typee society. 

Women are physically prohibited from this space, as they are prohibited from such 

pursuits as possession, economy, and politics. Typee women, rather, are valued for their beauty, 

diminutiveness, and grace, aligning them with the feminine pole of European genteel life. Tom 

refers to Typee women variously as maidens, damsels, ladies, and Tinor particularly as a 

“notable [and] tidy housewife” (84). Alongside these designations, a variety of adjectives and 

adjectival phrases emphasize these “ladylike” qualities. Additional comparisons follow below: 

1. Among the permanent inmates of the house were likewise several lovely damsels, who 

instead of thrumming pianos and reading novels, like more enlightened young ladies, 

substituted for these employments the manufacture of a fine species of tappa; but for the 

greater portion of the time were skipping from house to house, gadding and gossiping 

with their acquaintances. (85) 

2. The hands of Fayaway were as soft and delicate as those of any countess. (86) 

3. Her feet, though wholly exposed, were as diminutive and fairly shaped as those which 

peep from beneath the skirts of a Lima lady’s dress. (86) 

4. As the beauties of our own land delight in bedecking themselves with fanciful articles of 

jewelry, suspending them from their ears, hanging them about their necks, and clasping 
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them around their wrists; so Fayaway and her companions were in the habit of 

ornamenting themselves with similar appendages. (87) 

5. Chaplets, too, resembling in their arrangement the strawberry coronal worn by an 

English peeress, and composed of intertwined leaves and blossoms, often crowned their 

temples. (87) 

6. I should like to have seen a gallery of coronation beauties, at Westminster Abbey, 

confronted for a moment by this band of Island girls; their stiffness, formality, and 

affectation contrasted with the artless vivacity and unconcealed natural graces of these 

savage maidens. It would be the Venus de Medici placed beside a milliner’s doll. (161) 

Tom’s paralleling of Typee women to European peers differs from that of the men in 

nuanced but critical ways. Where Tom is satisfied to draw similarities between Typee and 

European men, he draws ranked comparisons between Typee and European women (e.g. “It 

would be the Venus de Medici placed beside a milliner’s doll”). He renders Typee women as 

comparable in all things ladylike to Europeans, yet establishes their superiority in these domains. 

They are more beautiful; they are more graceful; they are more free. In short, they are more 

feminine. Consider the following passage: 

Not a single female took part in this employment: and if the degree of consideration in 

which the ever-adorable sex is held by the men be—as the philosophers affirm—a just 

criterion of the degree of refinement among a people, then I may truly pronounce the 

Typees to be as polished a community as ever the sun shone upon[…] Far different from 

their condition among many rude nations, where the women are made to perform all the 

work while their ungallant lords and masters lie buried in sloth, the gentle sex in the 

valley of Typee were exempt from toil, if toil it might be called that, even in the tropical 
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climate, never distilled one drop of perspiration[…] Indeed these wilful care-killing 

damsels were averse to all useful employment. (204) 

Tom’s estimation of gender concurs with those studied by critic Susan Cruea. She writes, 

concerning 19th Century standards, while “men were charged with the task of creating and 

expanding an industrialized civilization from a wilderness[…] a True Woman[…] was[…] 

portrayed as delicate and weak” (188-189). Additionally she notes, “women were discouraged 

from being wage earners by the belief that women who earned wages were ‘unnatural’” (187). 

As much is witnessed in the above passage from Typee. Economic endeavors are relegated 

uniquely to the male sphere, as are political organization and development. Thus, Western 

feminine practices are those that emphasize women’s meekness, idleness, and subordination to 

masculinity. 

So not only does the above passage affirm labor and economy as masculine enterprises, 

but establishes Typee society as “superior” to Western societies. Such is predicated on the level 

of femininity in which a society’s given women can participate. This is to say that Typee women 

are permitted greater reign in feminine enterprises than are their European counterparts. This, I 

believe, manifests in the emergent phenomenon of their fantasticness and “mysteriousness,” i.e. 

the establishment of Typee as a porno-tropic. Peculiarly then, Typee, as a colonial site, is 

gendered. The alluring but monstrous is a uniquely feminine phenomenon, and the masculine is 

but a vestibule for Western consolidation. Thus, it is the feminine that resists colonial reach. Yet 

in a twist of fate, such is only enabled through the elevation of those qualities in Typee women 

lauded as most “civilized.” Such is one of many schisms present in Typee, and which enables the 

paradoxical attraction and repulsion involved in confrontations of the other in porno-tropics. It is 

a uniquely gendered phenomenon, and while Tom’s narration of the Typee men remains stably 
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cloistered to economic, material, and political domains, his narration of the women oscillates 

between the pull of superlative femininity, manifest as fantasticness, and Western ladylikeness. 

This bears out in the following textual data. 
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Men’s and Women’s Naming 

While it may not be the case ordinarily that naming characters in a novel needs noting, in 

Typee it is worth doing so since the preponderance of named characters are men, indicating that 

naming is a gendered action. This is not uniformly the case as there are named women - notably 

Fayaway and Tinor.4 However, there are several times more named men than  named women – 

many, in fact, who are far more minor of characters than Fayaway or Tinor. 

Based upon my intuition that naming is indeed gendered, I address Tom’s naming 

patterns for men and women through a corpus-based approach. My rationale for doing so is both 

informed by my intuition and in that naming can functionally indicate Tom’s conceptualizations 

of Typee men and women. Specifically, I tracked how Tom identified men and women through 

their monikers and any modifiers collocated with a given moniker. For instance, Mehevi is 

referred to as “the noble chief.” I would identify “chief” as a moniker for Mehevi and identify 

“noble” as a modifier for Mehevi. Compiling data across these two indices allows me to 

illuminate Tom’s conceptual values for Typee men and women and how they differ. 

I decided to analyze naming patterns for Kory-Kory, Marheyo, and Mehevi, for the men, 

and Fayaway for the women. As Fayaway and Tinor are effectively the only two female 

characters, I was rather restricted in creating a significant data set representative of Typee 

women. Tinor I was forced to discard as she was referred to by monikers very little. Fayaway, 

though she was referred to by monikers fairly frequently, had too small a data set to adequately 

compare to men, notwithstanding the problem of having her stand for all Typee women. To 

                                                 
4
 There is a third named female character in the book – “the damsel Moonoony.” She appears in five total 

sentences in the book (190). 
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rectify this, I also included the naming patterns for unnamed women in Typee, which fleshed out 

the data for women.5 

I discovered that indeed there was gender difference in naming. Male characters are 

referred to by material and occupational monikers, and there is little variation across the ways 

that Tom refers to them. Female characters are referred to by a broad array of names, which can 

generally be grouped into either fantastic names or genteel names. Tom’s naming practices 

generally follow Western gender norms as enumerated by Cruea, in that politics and labor are 

construed as male, and beauty and diminutiveness are construed as female.  

I will begin with Kory-Kory. He is referred to by the following monikers: 

Moniker Count Percentage 

valet 9 28.10% 

servitor 8 25.00% 

attendant 5 15.60% 

fellow 5 15.60% 

body-servant 2 6.30% 

cicerone 1 3.10% 

islander 1 3.10% 

son 1 3.10% 

 

Added up, Kory-Kory is referred to by his occupation (Tom’s helper) 78.1% of the time. 

In addition, the adjectives used to describe him when named either directly or by moniker break 

down into the following categories and percentages: 

 

                                                 
5
 I compile these data in tables as follows. In the index I provide each character’s unadulterated noun 

phrases that are decomposed into monikers and modifiers here. Should one wish to look up these noun 

phrases, I recommend doing so through the eBook version for sake of ease and which can be found at 

https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/wfu/detail.action?docID=434012. I include a citation in the Works 

Cited to the eBook version. 
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Adjective Category Typical Adjectives Count Percentage 

loyal workmanship “devoted,” “faithful,” 

“ever-present” 

9 39.10% 

energy “indefatigable,” 

“wearied,” “tried,” 

“zealous” 

6 26.10% 

morality “honest,” “trusty” 5 21.70% 

unclassifiable “poor,” “quick-

witted,” “savage” 

3 13.20% 

 

Of the adjectives grouped into energy and morality, they vastly address Kory-Kory’s 

work as Tom’s helper. Combined with loyal workmanship adjectives, 87% of the adjectives 

assigned Kory-Kory concern his occupation. Furthermore, the determiners used for Kory-Kory 

break down as follows: 

Determiner Count Percentage 

my 23 69.7% 

the 10 30.3% 

 

Tom overwhelmingly refers to Kory-Kory as “my.” This datum, Tom’s majority 

reference to Kory-Kory as his helper, and Tom’s majority description of Kory-Kory in terms that 

complement Kory-Kory’s dedication not to his labor alone, but to Tom, suggest a social 

hierarchy emerging from a labor hierarchy. Tom reduces Kory-Kory’s social status to his labor 

position, which is to say that Kory-Kory becomes an object available for Tom to possess. The 

conflation of labor with social position resembles Western genteel sociality in which one’s 

capital and labor position denote one’s social standing. Furthermore, the adjectives that Tom 

uses for Kory-Kory specifically resonate with slavery terminology in which devotion, loyalty, 

and enslaved-style morality (e.g. “honest,” “trusty”) are esteemed qualities in slaves. The 

constellation of these terms bespeaks of, as Hegel puts it, the unsublatable anxiety that lies at the 
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heart of every bondsman (115-119). However, Tom’s construal of Kory-Kory in the terms of 

enslavement is economically circumscribed and is not predicated on race, seeing as there are 

many other Typee characters that Tom does not characterize with this language. Rather, I suspect 

that Tom recognizes Kory-Kory’s economic role as synonymous with Western slavery and 

thereby inflects Kory-Kory’s narration with this style of language. 

The next character to chart is Marheyo: 

Moniker Count Percentage 

warrior 6 50.00% 

gentleman 2 16.67% 

father 1 8.33% 

friend 1 8.33% 

genius 1 8.33% 

man 1 8.33% 

 

Adjective Category Typical Adjectives Count Percentage 

old age "aged," "old" 22 88.00% 

esteem 

"venerable," 

"worthy" 3 12.00% 

 

As seen above, one of the primary focusses of Tom’s understanding of Marheyo is his 

age. I included the names used by Tom to refer to Marheyo, and these admittedly do not 

preference Marheyo’s age. Save for two instances, however, every moniker above was 

collocated with an adjective denoting Marheyo’s age. More interesting, however, is that the 

name Marheyo is used almost as many times as a possessive determiner as it is used as a referent 

to the person Marheyo. Almost always its use as a possessive determiner (e.g. “Marheyo’s 

household”) is collocated with the house that Tom stays in or the people who live there:  
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Noun Category Typical Nouns Count Percentage 

house 

“house,” 

“habitation” 23 76.7% 

family 

“family,” 

“household” 4 13.3% 

unclassifiable 

“gala 

costume,” 

“eyes” 3 10.0% 

 

Marheyo is overwhelmingly associated with his house and household. However, there is 

no explicit reason to do so as Tinor is more often seen in and working in the house. (To put this 

into perspective, Tinor is used as a possessive determiner exactly once in reference to one of her 

“trenchers” (150).) Given that Typee culture seems to be either polygamous or polyamorous, it is 

unclear that there is a designated patriarch, matriarch, or nuclear family that would correspond to 

a house(hold) in a one-to-one relationship. Tom’s identification of the house and its occupants 

with Marheyo likely represents Tom’s understanding of the household as a patriarchal space 

which is inhabited by a nuclear family, and which gives rise to Tom’s belief that Marheyo and 

Tinor commit adultery.  

Additionally, and though it may be just the constraints of syntax, Marheyo’s insisted 

possession of the house and household suggest that possession is within the domain of 

masculinity and venerability. That the name Marheyo encompasses the house and those who live 

in it suggests that Marheyo is construed as the most powerful member of that group of people 

and that the material house is controlled by him. The confluence of maleness, age, and former 

status as warrior prompts Tom to assume that Marheyo occupies a Western patriarchal role and 

that such characterizes his relationship with those in the household.  

Mehevi is the final male character whom I will profile in this way: 
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Moniker Category Typical Monikers Count Percentage 

political-military leader 

“chief,” “captain,” 

“king” 31 88.6% 

unclassifiable 

“savage,” 

“individual” 4 11.5 

 

Adjective Category Typical Adjectives Count Percentage 

esteem 

“noble,” “royal,” 

“valiant,” “intrepid,” 

“inexorable” 14 66.7% 

commodious 

“attentive,” 

“hospitable” 3 14.3% 

angry “ireful,” “angry” 2 9.5% 

unclassifiable “Typeean,” “ready” 2 9.5% 

 

As we see, there is little variability in both nouns and adjectives. Among the monikers, 

Mehevi is identified by his political-military role roughly 88% of the time. These are words like 

“chief” and “king.” In addition, the majority of adjectives linked to Mehevi, as a name, or to his 

monikers are those of esteem, including adjectives like “noble” and “royal,” which can be 

viewed as within a semantic domain neighboring the political-military leadership domain. The 

overwhelming characteristic that Tom emphasizes in Mehevi is his political, military, and social 

role.  

The trends of naming in these three characters suggest that Tom’s understanding of male 

characters is constant. He loads each character with one given trait type and one given name 

type, such that each complements the other. Kory-Kory is most characterized by Tom as a loyal 

attendant if not slave. Marheyo is most characterized as an elderly and formerly powerful warrior 

who now in retirement leads his household and family. Mehevi is most characterized as the 

military and political leader of Typees. As these are the emphasized characteristics of the three 

men, Tom evidently synonymizes the men with their respective occupation. Thus labor, material 
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possession, and politics are not only located in the domain of men, but are construed as the 

primary identities of men.  

To compare, I performed the same exercise with Fayaway and found the following: 

Moniker Category Typical Monikers Count Percentage 

"nymph" “nymph” 4 36.4% 

“beauty” “beauty” 2 18.2% 

existence “creature,” “being” 2 18.2% 

"girl" “girl” 2 18.2% 

"child" “child” 1 9.1% 

 

Adjective Category Typical Adjectives Count Percentage 

beauty “beauteous,” “dear” 4 30.8% 

"gentle" “gentle” 3 23.1% 

genteel “lovely” 2 15.4% 

"poor" “poor” 2 15.4% 

"young" “young” 2 15.4% 

 

There is significantly higher variance in Fayaway’s naming and description than there is 

in any of the men. This demonstrates that the identities of the men are conceptualized by Tom as 

constant, whereas those of the women are inconstant. The primary traits evinced by both the 

moniker and adjective data are Fayaway’s beauty, diminutiveness, and fantasticness. The 

inconsistency of Fayaway’s naming and traits supports my thesis that Tom’s object in his 

narration of Typee women oscillates between European gentility and the alluring other. 

Fayaway’s most common moniker is “nymph,” clearly denoting her fantasticness and belonging 

within the alluring other domain. However, she is also referred to as “girl” and “child,” which 

likely belong in the European gentility domain due to the emphasis on her diminutiveness. 

Monikers of beauty and adjectives of beauty appear significantly as well: these may be said to 

belong mutually to these poles as beauty is a prized quality both in the West and the porno-

tropics. The adjective category, however, decidedly favors European gentility. “Poor,” “young,” 
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and genteel adjectives comprise 53.9% of total adjectives in Fayaway’s naming, strongly 

aligning her with genteel feminine values. 

I complemented Fayaway’s statistical analysis with a statistical analysis of naming 

patterns for unnamed Typee women and found that, again, the qualities evinced are fantasticness, 

diminutiveness, and beauty. The results of the monikers follow: 

Moniker Category Typical Monikers Count Percentage 

youth “girls” 32 31.1% 

depersonalized 

“creatures,” 

“females,” “sex” 31 30.1% 

genteel 

“maidens,” “ladies,” 

“damsels” 22 21.4% 

fantastic 

“nymphs,” 

“mermaids,” 

“dolphins,” “visions” 17 16.5% 

“beauties” “beauties” 1 1.0% 

 

Generally, the naming patterns of unnamed Typee women accord with the trends 

suggested in Fayaway’s naming patterns. There is a high degree of variance in naming, which 

significantly differs from the naming patterns of Typee men and reflects Tom’s inability to settle 

on an identity for Typee women - that is, Tom’s unresolved portrayal of their double identities of 

genteel ladylikeness and porno-tropic mysteriousness.  

Though it appears that the naming patterns here are spread about fairly evenly across four 

categories, I would argue that they can be grouped into two conceptual concerns: Western 

femininity and porno-tropic femininity. The fantastic and genteel categories, encapsulating 

monikers like “mermaids” and “maidens” respectively, clearly polarize into these two concerns. I 

would add youth monikers to Wester femininity and depersonalized monikers to porno-tropic 

femininity. Youth monikers were uniformly “girls.” They emphasize the diminutiveness of 

Typee women, which suggests patriarchal gender relations as found in European genteel society. 
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The depersonalized monikers include words like “creatures” and “visitants.” They reflect a 

distancing technique that Tom employs with Typee women in which Tom revokes Typee 

women’s individuality. The semantics of these categories effectively other Typee women: they 

are no longer comprehensible and appreciable as human beings.  

This is manifest in a syntactic pattern in which depersonalized and fantastic monikers are 

collocated with an intimate demonstrative adjective (i.e. “this,” “these”). Examples of such are: 

“these unsophisticated young creature” (77), “this female commotion” (129), “this picturesque 

band of sylphs” (15), and “these swimming nymphs” (14). Evincing the “alluring but perhaps 

monstrous,” this pattern speaks to regarding Typee women as objects of both desire and 

repulsion in which the demonstrative adjective implies proximity while the fantastic or 

depersonalized moniker invokes distance. Such exemplifies in a neat package Tom’s anxiety in 

contacting Typee women. They are alluring, yet essentially regarded as other, thereby signaling 

danger. Tom resolves this by revoking from them a personal identity, thereby alleviating his risk 

of contact with “savagery.”  

This anxiety manifests both in Tom’s hesitance in awarding Typee women names and in 

his grouping of them. By the latter I mean that Tom rarely individuates a given Typee woman, 

preferring instead to cluster them. More often are they seen and acting in groups than 

individually. To exemplify this, I counted the number of times a group of women and an 

individual woman were referenced. I found that Tom refers to women in a group 1.58 times more 

than to an individual woman (180:114 total references). Removing any named women, Tom 

refers to women in a group 12.86 times more frequently than he does an individual woman 

(180:14 total references). Keep in mind that of the references to women in a group, every 

reference is to unnamed women. This figure radically establishes Tom’s preference to group 
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rather than individualize Typee women. By depriving them of an individual identity, Tom 

constructs distance. Thus, while acknowledging their attractiveness, he preserves their otherness, 

sustaining the fantasy of the porno-tropic. Save for Fayaway, the individual identities of young 

Typee women are unimportant because they represent, as those fantastic creatures occupying the 

bounds of the Western map’s imagination, the “unknown and uncanny that lie beyond” (Castille 

7). 

Tom’s adjective use likewise emphasizes his anxiety. The results follow: 

Adjective Category Typical Adjectives Count Percentage 

diminutive 

“young,” 

unsophisticated,” 

“artless,” “little” 34 48.6% 

place 

“Typee,” “of the valley,” 

“of the island,” “of the 

vale” 12 17.1% 

beauty 

“beautiful,” 

“picturesque,” prettiest,” 

“fair”  10 14.3% 

unclassifiable “lovesick,” “other”  5 7.1% 

excited “giddy,” joyous” 5 7.1% 

fantastic 

“supernatural,” 

“amphibious” 4 5.7% 

 

Though these adjectives do not as conspicuously seem to follow the Western – porno-

tropic binary deduced above, I suspect that the preponderance of diminutive adjectives speaks to 

Tom’s anxiety of the other. These can be grouped into diminutive adjectives that function to 

connote Western femininity and those that connote minimization of the other. For example, of 

the total adjectives that modify youth monikers, diminutives appear 65% of the time – for 

example, “young girls.” These would fit squarely with genteel standards in which desirable 

women are portrayed as meek. Diminutives that function to minimize the other frequently 

modify depersonalized monikers – occurring in 66.7% of total modifications in this category. 

These diminutives, such as “unsophisticated young creatures,” connote the freedom that Tom 
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had earlier praised in his diatribe against female labor. They are not exclusively diminutive, but 

connote an innocence associated with a noble savagery. That is, they signal “a prehistoric zone 

of racial and gender difference” (McClintock 30). Thus, they function along the poles of the 

Western – porno-tropic binary.  

Tom’s use of the diminutive to modify depersonalized monikers situates with the above 

syntactic pattern of collocating an intimate demonstrative adjective with a depersonalized or 

fantastic moniker. Here, the diminutive adjective signals intimacy in the same manner: it creates 

an attraction to a given woman. However, that attraction is checked by the depersonalized 

moniker which reestablishes distance. The diminutive and depersonalized moniker evince as a 

linguistic structure the anxiety of the alluring but monstrous other. 
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Conclusions 

Taken together, Tom’s naming preferences for Typee women suggest that Tom 

conceptualizes them through European genteel standards and as an “unfathomable” other (86). 

Tom emphasizes Typee women’s beauty, diminutiveness, and fantasticness. However, these are 

each drawn along the Western – porno-tropic binary. Thus, Typee women are prohibited from 

economy, politics, and material possession as through both lenses they are unable to contact 

these masculine enterprises. Typee men’s construal is really but an appendage of Western 

masculinity. They are overwhelmingly identified with their occupation, which in turn locates 

their socio-political position. Thus, Typee men are portrayed mundanely and materially. 

Colonialist overtures to the uncanny do not obtain in the masculine domain but are uniquely 

exhibited in the women’s narration. In many ways, Tom’s naming practices do corroborate 

critics’ theses that femininity in Melville’s writings do confront colonialist practices. However, 

given that in Typee women can be no more than depersonalized fantasies or diminutive 

“damsels,” it would appear that Melville inflects Tom’s narration with patriarchal conceptions. 

Nevertheless, it is difficult to definitively pin down Melville’s gender politics. Works like 

Pierre and Benito Cereno, which were written within about 10 years of Typee, suggest a very a 

different picture of Melville’s treatment of gender. These works radically confront colonialism 

and the politics of domestic life. Coordinating into a coherent narrative these and Typee seems 

improbable unless we chalk up Tom’s apparent patriarchal convictions to parody. However, 

determining Melville’s motives for Tom is, at this point, entirely speculative. Quite frankly, 

more analysis needs to be done. Going forward, I would recommend research re-investigate 

these and Melville’s other works with a corpus-based methodology similar to mine. Doing so 

would allow us to more precisely approximate Melville’s motives for Tom’s gendered narration. 
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In this paper, I primarily scrutinized one aspect of semantics in Typee: naming. Although 

this index produced especially suggestive results, it is but one index of many that could be 

applied to Typee and other Melvillian works. In my research, I subjected Typee to other semantic 

measures that yielded similar and additional differences between Tom’s narration of men and 

women but chose not to include due to space. I also performed syntactic analyses and found 

some, though more minimal, differences in narration between men and women. I would 

recommend future research subject Typee to these and similar methodologies at a macroscopic 

scale as I have done here. Doing so would produce a richer and more nuanced picture of Typee. 

Furthermore, I would recommend performing the same on Melville’s other works, specifically 

those with prominent female characters, so as to construct an understanding of the arc of 

Melville’s gender ideologies across his career. 
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Appendix 

 

1. Kory-Kory quoted monikers/ noun phrases 

my trusty body-servant  my valet 

my tried servitor  My cicerone  

faithful valet  My valet  

my savage valet my valet 

the poor islander my valet  

my attendant  the honest fellow  

my valet my attendant 

the devoted fellow my attendant  

the honest fellow my faithful servitor  

my wearied servitor my servitor 

my indefatigable servitor my servitor 

my attendant  faithful servitor  

My quick-witted attendant  my tried servitor and faithful valet Kory-Kory 

The faithful fellow son Kory-Kory 

my devoted servitor the zealous Kory-Kory 

The honest fellow  the devoted Kory-Kory 

My zealous body-servant  the indefatigable Kory-Kory 

my trusty valet  the ever-present Kory-Kory 

 

 

2. Marheyo quoted monikers/ noun phrases 

the father the old warrior this genius Marheyo 

the aged warrior the old warrior old Marheyo 

the old gentleman the old man old Marheyo 

the superannuated warrior old Marheyo old Marheyo 

the old warrior the venerable Marheyo old Marheyo 

my worthy old friend old Marheyo old Marheyo 

the old gentleman old Marheyo old Marheyo 

the old gentleman old Marheyo old Marheyo 

the venerable warrior old Marheyo old Marheyo 
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3. “Marheyo” as possessive determiner 

 

a strange freak of Marheyo's Marheyo's house 

Marheyo's domestic establishment Marheyo's house 

Marheyo's family Marheyo's house 

Marheyo's habitation Marheyo's house 

Marheyo's habitation Marheyo's household 

Marheyo's habitation Marheyo's household 

Marheyo's habitation old Marheyo's domicile 

Marheyo's habitation old Marheyo's house 

Marheyo's house old Marheyo's larder 

Marheyo's house the gala costume of the tasteful Marheyo 

Marheyo's house the house of Marheyo 

Marheyo's house the house of Marheyo 

Marheyo's house the house of Marheyo 

Marheyo's house the household of Marheyo 

Marheyo's house the old man's eyes 

 

 

4. Mehevi quoted monikers/ noun phrases 

the chief the royal savage 

the attentive chief the king 

this individual the king 

the chief the chief Mehevi 

the chief the chief Mehevi 

the chief the noble Mehevi 

the noble savage the hospitable Mehevi 

the chief the chief Mehevi 

the chief the intrepid Mehevi 

the ready chief the chief Mehevi 

the chief the noble Mehevi 

the chief the noble Mehevi 

that distinguished captain the noble Mehevi 

the ireful, angry chief Mehevi the king 

the chief himself King Mehevi 

the chief the noble savage Mehevi 

the chief Mehevi, King of Cannibal Valley 

the chief King Mehevi 

the valiant warrior the inexorable Mehevi 

the benevolent king noble Mehevi 

the king the royal Mehevi 
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his majesty's Mehevi the king 

his Typeean majesty the royal Mehevi 

the King  

 

 

 

5. Fayaway quoted monikers/ noun phrases 

 

a child of nature like this the beauteous nymph Fayaway 

my island beauty the beautiful Fayaway 

my island beauty young Fayaway 

the gentle nymph the beauteous Fayaway 

the nymph in question Miss Fayaway 

this gentle being the charming Fayaway 

this girl the lovely Fayaway 

this lovely girl my gentle Fayaway 

this nymph of the valley poor dear Fayaway 

this young creature poor Fayaway 

 

 

6. Unnamed women quoted monikers/ noun phrases 

 

swimming nymphs girls 

sweet nymphs girls  

dark-eyed nymphs girls 

river-nymphs young girls 

sweet nymphs Marquesan girls 

nymphs girls  

nymphs of the vale island girls 

mermaids young girls 

mermaids  young girls 

mermaids girls 

mermaids girls 

picturesque band of sylphs giddy young girls 

olive-coloured Sylphides young girls 

supernatural visions girls 

one of the prettiest little witches girls 

shoal of dolphins horrified girls 

joyous nymphs Typee girls 

lively young ladies Typee girls 
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young ladies girls 

young ladies females 

ladies young females 

young ladies females  

ladies females 

maidens of the tribe young females 

maidens of the vale females 

maidens of the island females fancifully decorated 

lovesick maidens females 

maidens of the valley females 

simple maidens of the island young females 

savage maidens females 

maidens of the tribe females 

little hussies females 

lovely damsels females 

damsels females 

damsels females 

fair damsels females  

nearly naked damsels females 

wilful care-killing damsels females 

Typee damsels young visitants 

young girls artless creatures 

Marquesan girls unsophisticated young creatures 

young girls beautiful creatures 

young girls amphibious young creatures 

young girls lovely creatures 

young girls ever-adorable sex 

young girls gentle sex 

young girls entire sex 

young girls adorable sex 

girls youthful portion of her sex 

girls other sex 

girls spoiled beauties 

girls  
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